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Abstract

The remote maintenance of nuclear fusion facilities must be carefully planned and monitored due to the potential damage

to equipment caused by ionising radiation resulting from neutron activation. We present a method for visualising three-

dimensional radiation dose fields in real-time. An interactive volumetric representation is achieved using view-dependent

parallel ray casting of a scalar field in three dimensions.
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1. Introduction

Remote handling technology is used for repairing com-

ponents in tokamaks that have been damaged or activated

by energy produced by nuclear fusion reactions[1]. Simu-

lation software such as the Monte-Carlo N-Particle Trans-5

port Code[2] (MCNP) is used regularly for planning such

activities [3]. Engineers use the results to forecast and

therefore minimise radiation doses to material, equipment

and personnel involved in operation and maintenance of

fusion devices such as the Joint European Torus (JET)[4].10

We expect this process to become operations-critical for fu-

ture high-yield fusion facilities such as ITER and DEMO.

Visualising the results of such simulations is essential

for operations engineers to develop remote handling tasks

that minimise the dose to equipment. A typical output of15

the simulation process is a cell-based data format such as

Visual ToolKit (VTK) which can be used for offline expert

analysis or plotting. The results are tightly related to the

CAD geometry used in the simulation, and hence are often

visualised as an overlay[5].20

In this contribution a new method for the real-time

visualisation of simulation results as a dense volume is

presented. Although sample data stored as ASCII VTK

has been used for this paper, the software architecture is

generic to allow future extension to other file formats.25

Figure 1: Our method - a dose volume visualised with a cutaway

model of the JET vessel.

We achieve interactive real-time performance by ex-

ploiting parallel processing on the graphics processing unit

(GPU), with scalar field data uploaded as three-dimensional

(3D) textures. Lack of consumer hardware support for true

3D texturing is mitigated with software indexing of two-30

dimensional textures containing multiple XY slices through

the volume. Integration with a commercial-off-the-shelf

open source software framework, Unreal Engine 4 (UE4),

allows fusing with context geometry derived from computer-

aided design (CAD) engineering models and viewing with35
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virtual reality headsets to support remote handling task

development.

Readers should note that all figures are purely for illus-

tration, and source data has not been verified or approved

for use in any engineering assessments.40

2. Radiation dose maps

Remote handling operations engineers at facilities such

as JET plan operations in a process known as task devel-

opment, using real-time simulations of remote handling

equipment such as VR4Robots to check for collisions and45

develop optimal sequences [6]. Simulation results are typ-

ically presented to remote handling operations engineers

for use in task development as dose maps in a static plot

(see Figure 2). Even when this plot is 3D, it is difficult

and error-prone to reconcile with a remote handling simu-50

lation which may contain different context geometry, unit

scale and colour coding. This motivates the development

of our method, which allows full integration with remote

handling simulations in UE4 (see Figure 1).

Previous work by the UK Atomic Energy Authority de-55

veloped the VORTEX software package [7] for representing

radiation as a 3D overlay of contours onto CAD geometry

for use with VR headsets. VORTEX is optimised for trac-

ing the dose received by human operators in a volume,

whereas our method is focused on expert visual assess-60

ment of the dose to remote handling equipment. Rather

than showing only isosurfaces to show the contour of dose

fields, we have developed a way to simulate a dense volume

of varying density analogous to a cloud of water vapour.

Similar functionality is available in the open-source scien-65

tific data visualisation tool ParaView [8], but is not suited

for integration into existing remote handling simulation

tools.

3. Raymarching volumetric data

Our method introduces a ray-casting step into the ras-70

terisation pipeline used traditionally for real-time graph-

Figure 2: Traditional 2D dose map (with axes removed). Reproduced

with author’s permission from [7].

Figure 3: Subsection of an example 2D 32-bit float texture, generated

from JET gamma dose simulation results in VTK format.
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ics. A simple mesh such as a cube bounds the volume to

be rendered, and is passed to the fragment shader where

our method calculates each pixel colour. Due to the lack of

commercial GPU support for 3D textures, volumetric data75

is pre-processed offline using a Python script integrated

with UE4 to create a 2D RGBA texture. Shader programs

are generated from a higher-level representation (UE4 ma-

terials) and use a custom ray-marching function to sample

the volume texture at multiple, regular intervals along the80

camera vector at each pixel, with the object-space posi-

tion transformed into texture-space and decomposed to

2D coordinates to index into the texture. Sampled values

are decoded from four 8-bit integers (RBGA) into a 32-bit

floating point value.85

In the default configuration the accumulated value along

all sample points is used as input to Beer’s Law of light

attenuation to calculate final opacity, thus approximating

a volume of varying density (see Figure 4). Alternatively,

a solid isosurface representation can be achieved by find-90

ing the shortest distance from the camera to a sample ex-

ceeding the configured threshold. This surface can then be

shaded by calculating the surface normal by multisampling

the volume along each axis (see Figure 6). The maximum

value sampled is then used as input to a heat-map func-95

tion that indexes into a colour scale texture to give the

final colour (see 5).

4. Evaluation

The rendering technique has been tested in a tradi-

tional desktop setup with consumer-grade hardware and100

rendered to stereo in a more immersive setting with vir-

tual reality headsets.

The application has been tested on input VTK files of

a maximum resolution of 3633 cells, resulting in a texture

map of 72602 32-bit pixels. The default maximum texture105

size supported by the Unreal Engine is 81922, which is

also the limit imposed by most consumer GPU hardware.

This equates to around 268.4MB of raw color data before

Figure 4: Example of density effect - note lowered opacity around

centre of the torus.

compression. A typical consumer GPU in 2018 has 8GB

of onboard memory, implying that data of over around110

24x the tested resolution could be used without requiring

specialist hardware. However the limitation of maximum

texture sizes would mandate development of a technique

for looking up data from an atlas of textures, a form of

virtual texturing. A novel feature of this method over ras-115

terising meshes of isosurfaces is that render latency scales

with the screenspace resolution rather than the volume of

data.

The rendering technique has been tested in a tradi-

tional desktop setup with consumer-grade hardware and120

rendered to stereo in a more immersive setting with vir-

tual reality headsets.

5. Future work

While targeted at rendering radiation fields for remote

maintenance planning in nuclear fusion facilities, our method125

inherently generalises to the visualisation of any scalar

quantity that can be sampled in a three-dimensional field,

such as neutron dose, plasma density, temperature or pres-

sure. Visualisation of plasma density could be achieved at

very high resolutions by exploiting the radial symmetry of130

density profiles in tokamaks, allowing a single 2D texture

of a radial slice to be used for the entire volume. The

method is currently restricted to use with data that has
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Figure 5: Example of heatmap colouration, where warmer colours

correspond to a higher dose.

Figure 6: Sequence illustrating isosurface representation, with

threshold decreasing left to right. Note the surface shading provided

by estimating the normal at each pixel.

been pre-processed into a 2D texture. Extension to sup-

port online processing direct from VTK files or even live135

data streamed to the GPU seems feasible using UE4 render

textures. For radiation dose visualisation this would be of

limited use as dense 3D sensing of dose fields in real-time

is not currently possible. However for other data such as

plasma density, real-time visualisation is plausible.140
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